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Abstract—The anchors can give stabilizing forces they are 

transmitted in the soil at distance behind the active area of soil 

loading the wall. This condition usually defines the anchor 

length behind the wall. In this paper, the anchor may be used in 

a sand of length (a), of height (h) in diameter (d) with application 

of a horizontal inclination anchorage, where there is a potential 

failure surface should be evaluated from the length of the 

anchor. The total anchor force required to maintain the balance 

of an anchored wall depends on the forces that are due to the 

soil, water and external load have been estimated. Depending on 

Kranz's method deals with anchored walls and allows to verify 

the length of anchoring. Talrent 4-v1.x software was used for the 

failure calculation method which gives a kinematic approach 

outside the breaking load of geotechnical structures. The 

distance that define the width over which the project is to be 

defined and the soil characteristics have been determined. The 

influence of the length and the resistance of the ground anchor 

on the breaking surface have been taken into account. The 

results show that ground anchor does not play any role if it is too 

small. For a given ground anchor length greater than this 

minimum length, there is a value of the resistance of the ground 

anchor that is unnecessary to exceed; and for a given ground 

anchor resistance there is a length value of the ground anchor 

that is unnecessary to exceed. 

Keywords—retaining structure, anchor, Kranz's method, 

measurement, factor of safety (SOF), failure surface. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A retaining structure may retain either embankment land, 

that is to say reported or the land in place, in the latter case, it 

is an excavated retaining structure the pushing force exerted 

by the retained earth can be resumed in various ways, three 

main modes can be distinguished: 1) - the thrust is taken up 

by the weight of the retaining structure; 2) - the thrust is 

taken up by embedding the retaining structure; 3)-  the thrust 

is taken up by anchors.  

A prestressed grouted ground anchor is a structural 

element installed in soil or rock that is used to transmit an 

applied tensile load into the ground [1]. Grouted ground 

anchors, referenced simply as ground anchors, are installed 
in grout filled drill holes. The basic components of a grouted 

ground anchor include the: (1) anchorage; (2) free stressing 

(unbonded) length; and (3) bond length as shown in Fig. 1. 

The anchorage is the combined system of anchor head, 

bearing plate, and trumpet that is capable of transmitting the 

prestressing force from the prestressing. A ground anchor is 

constituted by a continuous reinforcement of 3 to 4 cm in 

diameter (single bar or bundle of bars, tube, wires or parallel  

strands, cable). There are two types of permanent and 
temporary tie rods. Either a short or long anchorage, 

experiments have shown that the failure surface can be either 

a circular arc or logarithmic spiral but not a straight line. 

Reference [2] concludes that walls with short anchors (Fig. 

2), not reaching the plane of maximum thrust require the 

same depth of foundation that unanchored walls but allow 

the building a lighter wall with a thickness weaker. For very 

long anchors, reaching the natural slope line, he goes so far 

as to assert that the depth of foundation can, at the limit, be 

chosen nothing. Reference [3, 4] distinguish three cases; (1) 

the block consisting of the wall and the soil anchored is 

above the line of sliding corresponding to the thrust; (2) it is 
between the slip line and the slope natural slope; (3) it is 

below the slope of natural slope. It gives an estimate of the 

force in the anchor in the case where push zone on the wall 

and stop zone against the anchor wall interpenetrate. The 

conclusion is that for a distance the strength to which the 

anchorage can resist reaches a maximum value. 

There are two types of sorting according to the longevity of 

the repair: the permanent ground anchor, which contributes 

to the stability of the work. It has good protection against 

corrosion. The temporary ground anchor, which ensures the 

stability of a slop for the realization of another work. This 
ground anchor will be left in place but as it will no longer 

serve the work once completed. In addition, there are two 

types of sorting according to the mode of operation: the 

active ground anchor which is pre-stressed until it reaches 

the stress transmitted by the structure at the time of its 

commissioning. The passive ground anchor which isn’t 

undergoes pre-tension. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Components of a ground anchor [1]. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the ineffectiveness of an anchoring situated over the 

sliding line [3]. 

II. THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FAILURE OF ANCHORED 

SCREENS 

A. General panorama of the modes of rupture 

An anchored screen with different types of failure is 
possible as indicated in [5]. These different failure can be 
explain as: ground anchor resistance is insufficient (a); the 
resisance of the anchorage is insufficient (b) ; the failure may 
concern the adhesion between ground anchor / grouted 
anchorages (c); the flexibility of the screen is very big (d); 
insufficiency of stop in foot if the passive pressure of soil in 
front of the wall is too low (e); insufficient sheet before 
putting first anchor (f); punching of the soil under the 
influence of weight (g);the rupture can take place by reversal 
(h) ; slip failure (i); big slide (j), see Fig. 3.  

B. Gometriy failure surface in the soil 

We can distinguish three types of failure surface: straight 

failure surface (Kranz method): the straight line was 

proposed by Kranz (1953) [6] after examination of straight 

lines; arcs circular failure surface: Brinch-Hansen methods 

[7], Camberfort [8], overturning method: this analysis 

method in combaonsion with circular arc analysis is used to 
evaluate the ground anchor stabilization for an anchored 

wall, it was proposed by Rank  [9]; logarithmic spiral failure 

surface: Verdeyen method [10]. Circular failure surface is 

typically found in soils, and a distinguishing feature is that 

by failing, the sliding mass does not distort, but keep its 

shape. This shift is divided into segments for analysis. A 

radius of curvature must be established, and with the analysis 

driving moments and the resistant against sliding can be 

calculated. 

C. Role of the ground anchor in rupture 

i. Failure mechanism of grouting and ground 

anchor 

The bars submit to tension. If the applied load is greater 

than the limit load that the bras can relate to, the rupture is 

inevitable. It is recommended that the load on the ground 

anchor not exceed 60% of the maximal tension enclosed to 

the surface, 80% of it for temporary load conditions, i.e: 

loading during the test. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Difference types of failure of anchored screen [5]. 

ii. Failure mechanism due to insufficiency of the 

massive anchor  

For little deep anchorages in the soil, the rupture of the 

soil mass is characterized by the lifting of a mass of soil at 

the boundary of the anchorage zone. Practically, the rupture 

of soil mass is not a factor for anchors located more than 4.5 

m below the ground surface. 

iii. The failure by insufficient of anchor length.  

 

Anchor length must be sufficient to prevent block 

mechanism such as those given by the diagrams i, j, h in the 

Fig. 3. 

III.    LONG AND SHORT ANCHOR 

A. The length and the position of ground anchor  

Fig.4 shown experiments were made at the Bruxelle 

University laboratory with a Taylor-Schneebeli roller 

apparatus. Work has shown that the failure surface can be 

either a circle arc or logarithmic spiral but not a straight line. 

In the first case, the anchoring system is sufficiently distant 

from the sheet pile so that the earth masses influenced by the 

two systems do not interpenetrate.  
The anchoring system can be calculated independently of 

the retaining sheet and has a long anchorage, Fig. 5. In the 

second case, the massifs influenced by the two systems 

interpenetrate; there is a reciprocal influence and the 

anchoring system must be calculated considering its position 

in the sheet pile and there is a short anchorage, Fig. 6. 

Another point is to determine the position of the lower 

edge of the anchoring device. Kranz's original method [6] 

envisaged anchor plates or a screen. The chosen line of 

rupture passed through the lower edge of this plate or 

screen. In the case of a grouted ground type anchorage the 

usual recommendation is to pass the break line through half 
of the grouted ground anchor area [9]. But reference [11] 

proposes to fix this point at one-third of the grouted ground 

anchor length from the free end, Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 4. Test of the Bruxelle University  with a Taylor-Schneebeli roller 

apparatus [10]. 

  
Fig. 5. Long anchor [10]. 

 
Fig. 6. Short anchor [10]. 

 
Fig. 7. Various choices of the failure line : 1 : logarithmic spiral ; II : arc 

of a circle ; III : straight segments [9]. 

B. The criterion of long anchoring 

The reference [12] gave a way to find the position of the 

anchor length. If the very long ground anchor then the active 

zone and the passive zone do not intervene. This length 

must be completely outside the active area of the wall and 

the ground anchor must withstand the force applied to the 

point of contact between the wall and the ground anchor. 

The minimum distance from the supported wall, to which a 

ground anchor must be placed to develop its capacity in 

homogeneous soil. If the ground anchor intersects the AC 

line as shown in Fig. 8, there may be an increase in earth 

pressure on that wall. 

On the other hand, reference [10] gave a formal formula 
for calculating the distance L where the long anchor plate is 

for which the passive zone does not encroach on the active 

zone. The minimum distance equals as in (1): 

 

              𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  
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When the plane of rupture is deep, anchor is often 

perpendicularly placed to rupture surface itself. This directly 

increases the normal forces. Anchors do not act on a wall, 

but instead on the surface of the slippery mass. In some 

cases, a continuous wall is not required; anchors by separate 
blocks are adequate. The anchor plates attach the slippery 

mass to the ground beneath it. 

 

   
Fig. 8. Active and passive zone does not interfere [6]. 

IV. CALCULATION METHOD 

A. Introduction  

Where there is a potential failure surface must be 

evaluated from the anchor length. The total anchoring force 

required to maintain the balance of an anchored wall 

depends on the forces that are due to the soil, water and 

external load. The anchors can give stabilizing forces they 

are transmitted into the ground at an appropriate distance 

behind the active area of soil loading the wall which can 

defines the anchor length behind the wall [5]. This condition 

that the anchoring forces must be transmitted behind the 

active area defines the anchor length behind the wall. This 

length should cut the failure surfaces that could pass behind 
the ground anchor and near the base of the wall (see Fig. 9). 

B. Practical recommendations 

The free length of the ground anchor must extend beyond 

the active zone. This length is at least H / 5, where H the 

height of the wall, or at a distance equal to 1.5 m behind this 

surface. 
a. Ground anchor length  

The minimum length of ground anchor for the soil and rock 

is 4.5 m for rivet owners, and 3 m for the rebar. 

b. The grout anchor length 

The permitted maximal value is 12 m for the soil and 7.5 m 

for rock. In the calculation of the anchor length, the implicit 

assumption is that the friction at the rock and stone interface 

mobilizes in a regular way. 

C. Kranz’s method 

i. Anchor force 

It assumes that the surface of the massif is horizontal, 

that the wall is vertical and horizontal anchorage. The 

method aims basically to determine the maximum bearable 

force in the anchor and to compare it to the force that the 

ground anchor must resume because of the pushing of soil. 

Although the distribution of soil push depends from 

different factors, it holds the hypothesis that the global push 
can be calculated in a classical way. 
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Reference [6] has proposed a method which, either in its 

original form or with variants, is largely utilized. In this 

approach, it is verified that the size of the anchor (length, 

inclination) is sufficient for the stability of the earth prism 

fecb situate between the sheet pile and the anchor is assured 

(Fig. 10). This prism is provided on the one hand set of 
forces tending to destabilize it: 

- The weight of the prism W; 

- The active Rankine Pa pushes acting on the vertical 

face ec; 

- The anchoring effort A. 

 
Fig. 9. Contribution of anchor bolts to stabilize the wall [5]. 

 

Fig. 10. Method proposed by Kranz (1953) [6]. 

It can be considered that there is in the method of Kranz two 
essential elements: 

- A certain choice of the block whose stability must be 
studied; 

- A particular definition of a safety factor. 

The reaction of the screen P equal to the active pressure 
that the soil exerts on the screen; the friction and cohesion 
forces F and C resulting from the shearing of the soil 
following the potential break line CD. The stability of the 
screen-anchor assembly is ensured if the anchoring force A ' 
likely to cause slippage of the prism ABCD is greater than 
the force of anchor (A) mobilized to ensure the stability of 
the screen. 

ii. The factor of safety (SOF) 

The Kranz method safety factor is defined by the ratio F 
of the maximum anchoring force P and the actual force in the 
ground anchor resulting from the calculation of the wall. The 
security factor must be greater than or equal to 1.5. If this 
factor is less than 1.5, then the ground anchor must be 
extended, or the sheet of wall more deeper. 

D.  Calculation method at rupture (TALREN  4-v1. X, 

software,  part C technical manual) 

Talren 4-v1 software. x was used for the failure 

calculation method which gives a kinematic approach 

outside the breaking load of geotechnical structures. This 

kinematic approach from the outside rests on the dualization 

of the equilibrium equations obtained by applying the 

principle of vertiual works. Introduction of a permissible 

kinematic speed field in this software, the effort Pe (the 

external forces to the system) is compared in this speed field 
to Prm (maximum resistance) of the effort of the internal 

stresses calculated in the same speed field. The maximum 

Prm is defined with reference to the criterion of rupture of 

the material. The kinematic approach from the outside 

establishes that the relation Pe less than or equal to Prm is 

satisfied whatever the kinematically admissible velocity 

field. If the inverse Prm less than or equal to Pe, in this case 

the instability of the system is certain. 

V. NUMERICAL PART  

A. Presentation of software 

 

The software Talren 4 has many options to study the 

stability: the method of Fellenius, the method of Bishop, the 

methode of perturbations, the method of calcul at rupture. 

Between these methods, we will use the method of Bishop. 

This  method applies on  circular failure surface. 

B. Presentation the cases of calcul  

The steps that we have used are as following: 

- determination the distance Xmin and Xmax that 

define the width over which the project is to be 

defined; 

- The factor of safety according to method of 

Bishop, equal to 1.  

-  The soil characteristics, definition of overload and 

definition of reinforcement have been taken into 

account (see table 1). 

- No seismic condition is taken into account. 
- Failure surface definition: circle surface has been 

chose so pass in foot of excavation. 

C. Influnece of ground anchor length 

La relation between the total ground anchor length (total 

length = free length + anchor grout length) and factor of 

safety has been studied as shown in Fig 11. For the 
parameters of soil, overload and reinforcement are indicated 

in Table 1. It is important of observe the curve is horizontal 

for low values of total length. This signified that the small 

ground anchor isn’t taking into account in the calculation. 

The two following figures (Fig. 12 a, b) explain the 

differences cases of influence the ground anchor length. 

In the case of the short ground anchor, it is not cut by the 

failure surface. If it were even shorter, it would not reduce 

SOF. 

It can be seen that the failure surface cuts the ground 

anchor. Increased the strength does not improve stability. 

D. Influence of ground anchor strength 

From values indicated in Table 1, the ground anchor 

strength takes equal to the strength of grouted anchorage. 

Fig.13 is shown the SOF in function of against the ultimate 

intrinsic tensile strength of ground anchor.  

It is important of observe that if the ground anchor 
length more than 5 m, rupture surface cut le ground anchor 

of feeble values of strength of it.  And for fort values of 
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strength the rupture surface isn’t cut the ground anchor and 

supplementary increasing of strength on the ground anchor 

don’t lead to increase the factor of safety.   

E. Influence of combination the length and the strength of 

the ground anchor 

Fig. 14 appeared that the length less than 5 m, the 

strength of ground anchor has never influence on the FOS. 

For ground anchor average strength (until 4000 kN in the 

calculus), we find maximal length, after this length a 

supplementary increasing of length is unnecessary (again 

see Fig. 14).  

 

We confirm that the curve becomes horizontal for 

ground anchor length significantly important. It’s 

unnecessary of increasing ground anchor strength more than 

1000 kN for a length less than 13 m; and more than 6000 kN 

for a length of 19 m. In addition, the Fig. 15 makes it 
possible to identify for a given length the resistance from 

which the resistance becomes superabundant. 

 

TABLE I.  DIFFERENCE CARACTERISTICS VALUES OF SOIL, OVERLOAD AND REINFORCEMENT. 

NAME 
γ φ c ∆c qs(clous) 

qs(ground 

anchor) 
a p ksp 

kN/m3 ° kPa kPa/m kPa kPa kPa kPa kPa 

Layer 1 25 30 30 0.0    0.0 0.0 

Ground anchor 

X (left) Y (left) q (left) X (right) Y (right) q (right) Angle /horizontal 

m m kPa m m kPa ° 

0.0 0.0 0.0 22.5 0.0 0.0 90 

Reinforcement 

Length 

of  

diffusion 

Angle 

/horizontal 

Free 

length 

Grouting 

length 
RQS 

Angle of 

diffusions 
TR 

m ° m m kN ° kN 

2 10 8.5 11 13000 20 13000 

 

 
Fig. 11. Factor of safty vs. total length of ground anchor. 

    
 

Fig. 12. a. The ground anchor not taken into account by the potential break 

line; b. Failure surface cutting the ground anchor.  

   
Fig. 13. Factor of safty vs. strength of ground anchor. 

 

F. The failure surface 

We can note that: 
- The low values of the length or the resistance of the 

ground anchor do not influence the ruputre surface. 

- If the length increases with respect to the ground 

anchor resistance, the center of rotation is at the top 

of the massif (see Fig. 16a), on the other hand, is at 

the side for the low values of the length (see Fig.  

16b). 

 

 

G. The influence of the length of ground anchor on the 

coordination of the rotation circle 

Fig. 17 appeared that the radius of the circle of failure 

surface tends to be stable with short length (less than 5 m), 

and increasing with total length and strengthen is constant. 

In addition, X0 is stable with the short total length and tends 

to disminish with increasing the strength of ground anchor. 

In addition, low values of strength gave pesudo stable curve 
for TR = 500kN and 1000 kN, see Fig. 18.  

H. The influence of the strength of ground anchor on the 

coordination of the rotation circle 

The radius of circle of failure surface and minimum 

distance X0 (the distance that define the width over which 

the project is to be defined) becomes horizontal with values 
of strength inferior to 1000 kN, and with the total length less 

than 12m. For superior values of total length, the strength 

becomes superabundant, Fig. 19 and 20. 

I. The influence of  soil characteristics  

Differences angle of friction and coefficient of cohesion (c) 
values have been used. Fig. 21 appeared that the factor of 

safety (SOF) increase with coefficient of cohesion (c) and 

the angle of friction. 

a b 
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Fig. 14. Factor of safty vs. Ltotal of ground anchor (strength constant). 

                   
Fig. 15. Factor of safty vs. strength of ground anchor (Ltotal constant). 

   
Fig. 16. Examples on failure surface by the method of Bishop. 

 
Fig. 17. Influence the length of ground anchor on the radius of the circle of 

failure surface. 

 
Fig. 18. Influence the length of ground anchor on the coordination of the 

circle of failure surface. 

 
Fig. 19. Influence the strength of ground anchor on the radius of the circle 

of failure surface. 

 
Fig. 20. Influence the strength of ground anchor on the coordination of the 

circle of failure surface. 

 

Fig. 21. Influence the soil caracteristics on the factor of safety. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

The review of calculation methods showed a certain 

diversity of practices: 

 The shape of the break line is defined a priori: 

straight line, arc of circle, logarithmic spiral. These 

hypotheses have had various fortunes: it seems that 

Kranz proposed the method of straight failure 

surface. 
 The method of circular failure surfaces seems the 

most used. This method remains applicable in the 

case of a non-homogeneous mass and makes it 

possible to take account of variable mass forces. 

We performed calculations using the Talren 4 software 

for a simple case. We selected the following options: 

 Bishop's method with circular surface only. 

 The grouted anchorage resistance taken into 

account into account in proportion to the length 

located and beyond the rupture surface. 

 The resistance of the grouting anchor taken 
equalto that of the ground anchor. 

 No hydraulic or seismic effects taken into account. 

Our results have even evidenced, besides the important role 

of soil characteristics that: 

 The ground anchor does not play any role if it is 

too small (less than 5 m in our calculation). 

 For a given ground anchor length, greater than this 

minimum length, there is a value of the ground 

anchor resistance that is unnecessary to exceed. 

 For a given ground anchor resistance, there is a 

value of the length of the ground anchor that is 

unnecessary to exceed. 
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